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Catherine Heavy Duty Dual Motor Lift Chair 

 

Features;  Increased weight capacity 

Built to take the weight of larger clients   

Dual motor, allowing the footrest and the backrest to be operated independently of each other 

Fully adjustable contoured 3 or 2 pillow backrest 

Antimacassar and Arm Covers (Fabric only) 

 

Weight capacity; 180 kg weight capacity  

 

Options;  Seat depth can be modified 

   Seat width can be modified 

Seat height can be modified 

Height of back and be modified 

   Hand controls to left or right side 

   Adjustable neck rest cushion 

   Height of seat to floor can be increased 

   Available in a large range of fabrics, leathers, and hospital grade 

   fluid resistant fabrics. 

   Battery independent power supply 

     

Construction;  Solid wooden frame with steel action 

 

Dimensions;  * Seat width between the arms 590mm 

* Seat depth from the front of the seat to the bottom roll is 520mm; this will vary depending                                                                                                    

on how much fibre fill is positioned in bottom roll. 

* Seating height to floor 530mm 

* Backrest height 750mm 

* Overall height from floor to top of back 1070mm 

 

Guarantee;  3 years warranty on mechanism and 1 year on electrical components 

   10 years frame construction 

 

Cautions; This chair will mechanically recline and needs to placed adequately away from walls or any 

other objects which may interfere with the workings of the chair. 

   Foot rest is design to hold the weight of the legs and feet for  

the person sitting in the chair (not small children and pets) This chair and all electrical chairs 

are designed to be sat into not dropped into. (If client finds that they are dropping into chair 

they must raise the chair higher electrically or the chair is naturally too low for them and 

customised alterations need to occur.)  

 

 
 

 

 


